
Anleitung: Weihnachtliches Tischset
Instructions No. 1372

Create yourself with plucking and Chalkboard fabric modern Christmas table sets with cutlery ribbon and glass rosette. These instructions will help you to
work with them. Ingenious: Chalkboard fabric can be re-labelled again and again with chalk! 

createFabric cuts 
Cut the Cotton fabric, to the plucks and the Chalkboard fabric according to the following material specifications. Take into account a seam allowance of 4 cm
for the red Cotton fabric .

Material requirements table set:
38 x 50 cm plain red Cotton fabric
ca. 42 x 30 cm plucking fabric
approx. 23 x 10 cm Chalkboard fabric

Material requirements napkin tape
Approx. 28 x 12 cm monochrome red Cotton fabric
Approx. 28 x 10 cm Plucking fabric
Approx. 28 x 7 cm Chalkboard fabric



Place mat
First place the red Cotton fabric in front of you with the right side down and iron the seam allowance inwards 

Now iron the plucked and the panel cuttings onto the adhesive fleece. The heat of the iron causes the fleece to bond to the two textiles (please follow the
instructions for the adhesive fleece) and gives the placemat stability 
Now position the pluck and Chalkboard fabric exactly on the place mat (if necessary, staple it on with Pins ) and fix both fabrics by ironing them on, also using
the adhesive fleece.

Finally, decorate the edges of the placemat with decorative ribbons. These can either be ironed on with adhesive fleece as before or sewn with the sewing
machine.

Napkins - and cutlery ribbon
As with the place mat, Cotton fabric, pluck and Chalkboard fabric are joined together with adhesive fleece. The cut-out pieces can be embellished in advance:
cut the edge of the red cotton fabric with the pinking scissors. For a pretty fringed edge, loosen some of the threads of the plucking with a needle. Then simply
place the Fabric cuts on top of each other and iron them together using the adhesive fleece 

The Ribbon is closed with a Satin ribbon . This is pulled through two holes. In order to be able to pierce them in the correct place, first place a Napkin and a
cutlery for testing in the created decorative ribbon and mark the places which have to be pierced for the Ribbon . Pierce the napkin ribbon with the punching
pliers and pull through the "closure-Satin ribbon".

Glass rosette "Star
Cut the star of the glass rosette with the serrated scissors. Then connect red Cotton fabric and Chalkboard fabric with adhesive fleece, cut the opening for the
wine glass with the punch pliers in the middle of the star and cut the star from hole in one place.

Finally, according to your own taste, all three pieces are decorated with small wooden stars or other Christmas accessories, and personal messages are
applied to the board surfaces with chalk.

Article number Article name Qty
362092 VBS Iron-on fleece adhesive fleece 1
970181 Punch Pliers VBS, Hole Ø 6 mm 1
133685 Pinking shears 1
644303-12 VBS Double page Adhesive tape12 mm 1
644303-12 VBS Double page Adhesive tape12 mm 1
762090 Chalk marker, set of 5 1
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